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NEUTRALIZATION OFTHE BEAM SPACE CHARGE 
IN ELECcrRON STORAGE RINGS 

Eupne Bdyak, Peter Gldcikh d kmder Shcherrbdtw 
Klwkw InsWe cd phvslcs a-d Tec4dogy. NM3 Khxkw.Ukr&e 

FJrasanted are theoretical results concerning the 
stability conditions of ion cnnfincmcnt in pulsed 
electron beams. On the basis of the kinetic description 
of ion core formation, the composition of the core is 
established and the multiply charged ions density 
dcpcndcncc upon the residual gas pressure is c&mated. 
The infiuence of ion drift and clearing is also discussed. 
Tht results of simulation of the self-consistent ion drift in 
dipole magnets are presented. 

An efficient pcrfnfmanct of storage rings in scientific 
research and industry applications in determined by the 
intensity and brkhtncss of the beams. However, with a 
gnawing intensity the collective effects start to play atI 
incrcasing~y significant role and finally limit the beam 
intensity. i3ne of the prime importance effects is 
connected with a confinement of positive ions 
occurring clue to ionization of residual gas atoms by the 
circulating beam. 

There are two groups of ion driven effects. The first 
of them occurs due to the presence of additional (to 
residual gas) scattering centres inside the beam. This 
leads to the enlargement in transvtrst beam dimensions 
and enhanc:es lors rates. This group of effects depends 
on the density of ions Thr, second group is associated 
with the presence of a positive charge in the beam, .fs2 
times more effective than the entire beam space charge. 
The second group depends on the charge density of 
ions. It is worth noting that the density of ions can differ 
from that of the ion rpaca charga. 

The aim of this report is to present characteristics of 
the ion core confined in negative pulsed beams, and, in 
particular, to specify their dependence on the beam 
parametew and the vacuum conditions. 

2. B QUILIBRIUM OF IOWS 
Let us start with the following definitions: 77 = qn;lrg 

h: the neutralization factor (qq is the ion charge 

density; q, is the beam density averaged over the 
period of the bunch sequence); f - n&, is the relative 

density of the ion core; G=Z~RQII+,X~ is the parameter 
proportional to the beam intensity (F$J ii: the clas%icJ 

ion radius, x is the space period of a btmch thin). 

Threshold current of io~ trapping I, depends on the 

initial ion energy E, 11): 

I,=E,&. (1) 

At room tcmpcrnturc (E,=0,03cV) the thrcshnld 
current is about 1 mA. The upper “initial energy limit” 
of the neutralization factor responds to the bccun current 
Ias 

oicl=(r-rqJQ~ (4 

f.2. qppcr limit 
The equilibrium upper limit of the neutralization 

factor con be derived from the self-consistent ion core 
dynamics in a sequence of cylindric uniform electron 
bunches of radius l [ 11; 

~<[((l-~r~~2aln~).t2a11~2) (3) 
E=~-[(1-~8~(l~~e)l~(1-cos[G8ff .7@I4]). 

Iferc! l’(x) is the hwson hulctiofl: &fbutclJh is h? 

inverse bunching factor. 
The region of the ion core existerlce for both the 

round beam and the flat one is plotted in Fig.1. As one 
can see, the neutralizatiotl factor does not exceed unit;) 
md decreases when the bunch& factor incrcmcs, 

2. ?, ion cfimfiruhgg~~~m~t~~ 

From esprersiotls: (2) and (3) we obtain the 
geometrical conditions eliminating ion trapping: 

(N*)hd&(2E,). (41 

For room tcmpcrahlfc ions WC havt 

h/a*1.25-10s-A~; (5) 
Here A is the Rtomic number of the inns, For the 

heaviest possible gas in the vacuum chmb,ar, i.e., - 
argon, A=40 - and for the Gaussian transverse density 
shape the estimate 

A/a> 1.8.106 (6) 

is in agreement with the experimental data obtained on 
ADONE I23 and KEK 131 machines: 

ADONE A&=4.7-10s (7) 

KEK P&=7.6-105 
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Therefore, elimination of ions from the beam needs a 
gap in the bunch train of about a kilometer per milimetar 

of the beam thickness. 
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Fig.1. Equilibrium regions for flat (curves 1 and 2) 
and round (curves 3 and 4) beams. ho.2 for 2 muld 4 
and @=O.OOl for 1 and 3 curves. 

3. STEADY STATE DEWSITY OFIW CORE 
Investigation of the dynamics of iutls: has enabled us 

to obtain the upper limit of ion density Pcpcndencc of 
the steady state core density on the gas pressure inside 
a vacuum cham’ber has been obtained established on 
considering the kinetics of ion product, confinement 
and loss. 

We choose the following model. A cwhnuous 
cylindric beam of mdius I and of uniform density 
propagates through the gas of density no. The primary 
ionhation of ions of (q-l) ion&tion level products 
ions of q level (q-0 referred to the neutral gas). These 
ions arc eliminated either by further ionization or by 
increasing their rransvarse amplitudes above the beam 
raditw cm&g by the short rrxngt Coulomb field of the 
beam electrons. Following this model and assuming 
small frcqucncy of electron~ion collisions, we have 
obtained a chain of single-particle Belyaev-Budker 
kin&c equations: 

c~a>,d(Edg,MEUdE=-dl+l)rqgq+a(l!~~.lgq-1(8) 

fJ<-l&; f&=:G(xlr)~(l-7#z; 

v=rcq rq . 

Hare+ 4q-4q(E, and Oq(E)-l. c)(E) is the source 

function, <q,P - is the averaged over scattering an&s 
elastic Coulomb cross section ub multiplied by the 

energy gain per single collision d, Z is the charge 

number of the ion nucleus; me, M are the rest meSses of 
electrons and ions, rasp.: ro is the classical electron 

radiuz. 

Taking into account both dynamics and kinetics one 
can write the neutralization factor BS: 

I)=l)dyt,(l-l,~r((l+FC/NU) (9) 

There No=+& F* is a function of microscopic 
residual gas character&tic% The plot of qhdyn veI%uS 

hydrogen density is given hi Fig.2. 
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Heavy grrren can produce multiply-charged ions. 
The chain of kinetic equations (8) enables us to 
establish (numericaily, at least} the dtitribution of ions 
over the ionization lcvcls, 

i) At the limit of the high residual gas density 
(q,hp,..l) WC have 

&.+-q-1 - t&J-j; fllf, - W*d(f (10) 
The neutralization factor is close to its upper limit 

(qml for the continuous beam) ai\d is independent of the 
pas density. The ion core consist of single-charged 
ions creating negligible extra gas density inside the 
beam. 

ii) The low density of residual gas &&<<I) 

In this case we have 

c & q q.j = ~q/uq-1=“; r&,-1 ‘, 1. 
The pattial densitias: of ions of charge up to Z-l are 

low and approximately equal each othtr and to that of 
the neutrals. Most of the core ions are the bare nuciei 
and their dcwity 

fz ¤to%q’C2mZ-+~, (12) 

where we, = Nbro h the Budkcr parameter, 
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exceeds thalt of the residual gas. The neutraIization 
factor is 2. times the density a=Zf,. 

4. MAG:NETIC FIELD AN11 CLEARINGELECTRCIDES 
The balance ti,f ions is described by the followirK 

equation: 

mYIt +div(Vf) 111 F,. (13) 

where V is the (drift) velocity of ions; F,=~rYJ;noc is 

the ion production rate; f=f(x,y) 1s the ionic density In 
thr beam orbit bctwccn two cilrnring stations cguahon 
( 13) yiclrlr. 

f(r,y) c Irq#l*c-y /V,.(r) !14) 

Inside the beam there exist twt-1 ion count&lows. If 
their velocities cqd eacir crther (e.g.. irKi& a tloti- 
grgxjlcnt cfipr!lc maqcr), the inn dcnx~ty 6 0 ronst;xlt 
dt2r1g the gerbil bur itu tr-anzverzie ilrape diFfe1-5 fr+-m that 
of the heam 

f@.>‘) = ‘l(X) = q,qni,c-Y /V,,(x). 

whrrt Y is th? distrxnrc hchnrccn the rlciu~ 
alectrocles. 

As it mey he strllwn, the drtft vr.lnr.~ty of ions ~1 ttrc 
unifllrtn magnetic field iz determined b>* tlrf electric 
firld vtifue in the centre of thr I armour disk (assuming 
the ratlilr; of the ijkk- much r;maller than the beam 
w I&h)- 

V * e-[EL-Es] / Es2 (16) 

This fact trrcnuragcd us tp dtvelop a simtdating 
rlode. Sc!me re.s-ulb of the core self-cd.>risistelrt drift are 
ilded below: 

if dtr. iill\ drift \.-elocit) dcpei~ih ~141 the ion de:-tiiQ- 

v = Vbtmt177) (17j 

ii) the ion core beliaviour rlepettih on the sign of 
voltagcl applied tn rrrymmzttxc clearing clcctrodcs 
Positive \,uItage applied tn the electrode rejects the 
ions as it 0 shown in Fig.3. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
If there is no es&&on, then the characteristics of 

the ion core depend on the rtlatlvc density of neutrals 
to-b. In ca.%e of {,>;l. the neutraltiation reaches 

its upper limit and is irrelevant to the residual gas 
denr;iQ I0 other c&e. r,c<l, the neutraIization k lower 

than the upper limit. The ion core is formed by stripped 
nuclei whose density exceeds that of neutrals. The core 
density dcpcnds on the residual gas density linearly. 
The transveme shape of the core ti similar to that of the 
beam. These results are also valid for the ion motion 
along the vector of the magnet field. 

In tht presence of clearing rlrc*trodts the transvrE.e 
shape of the core diffeti from that of the beam: \ ti.. tltt 
core densi is inversely proportional tn the drift 
velociv. Based on the resulb obtained we are able to 
explain the data presented in [4], where fhe ton drift 
velocitp is &served s;igttificluitly lower tllmi that of the 
mpty beam and grcntcr than the thermal one -The 
effect of ion rejection by the clearing electrode h.as 
been nbxrvcd on thr Kharkov Ii=!00 stnragt ring [5]. 
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big.3. E\~OlUtitM~ c,f the bi-gaussitltl ion cloud. 7.he 
bc,am cxtrrrrnt 15 SM mA; The transvcrsc dispcrslon 1~1 
mm. In the right column positive potentGal applied at the 
right border. Time tis in mscc. 
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